Thirteen
T

yriq suggests that we meet at a little restaurant on Jackson
Square, a park in the heart of the French Quarter at six
o’clock, but Bonnie suggests we get there fifteen minutes early.
Although this is supposed to be a business meeting of sorts,
something drives me to put on my man-trapping clothes.
Why?
How the hell am I supposed to know? It is a sheer black
stretchy silk dress with a daring plunging cleavage. It’s barely
enough to cover my braless beauties, but not quite enough to
make even a one-eyed man miss the swing of my hips. Bonnie is
always wearing a pair of slick fuck-me pumps about four inches
high, but tonight I decide, for some sinful reason, I am going to
outslick her. I slide into a pair of high-heeled sandals with barely
enough of the delicate leather strapping to cover my feet and
stick on a pair of long gorgeous teardrop diamond earrings to
complete my look. They were a gift from Daddy to Mama. Now
they are mine.
Bonnie and I catch a cab to the restaurant and rush in the door
to escape the unbearable July heat and humidity. We were almost
twenty minutes early, but Tyriq is waiting in the lobby with his
legs casually crossed. His smile is as bright as a searchlight. I
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check out the threads. Gray herringbone double-breasted suit,
black dress loafers, the ever-present white shirt with cufflinks,
and funky, funky, matching gray-black-and-white tie.
Very nice, very nice!
Then there is that subtle sandalwood scent decorating the
lobby.
“Ms. Scott, Ms. Younger, we have to stop meeting like this, it
could become habit forming.”
Bonnie stretches out her hand, and Tyriq shakes it firmly and
then presses his lips against her cheek. He turns to me and does
the same. I tingle in spite of myself. Bonnie giggles at me and
then turns to Tyriq.
“I bet you can charm the panties off of any woman you want,
can’t you?”
“Bonnie!” I shriek. “What a thing to say, you don’t even
know this man!”
Tyriq lets a little smile slide around the left side of his face
and raises his eyebrows, but ignores the comment. “Ladies, are
you ready to eat? This one is on me, if that’s all right?”
I say “Sure” and offer him the space to lead the way. When
his back is turned, I give Bonnie a playful and slightly annoyed
pinch in the side. She just gives a silly schoolgirl look and
follows behind Tyriq.
The maître d’ seats us on a balcony overlooking Jackson
Square. Each chair is more like a mini sofa wrapping arms
around us as we settle in. There is a cool, dry breeze blowing off
the river, and it makes the heat and humidity bearable.
“Well, ladies, do you want a cocktail? I can suggest something
very special that I think you both will enjoy.”
Bonnie looks at me and smiles. “Don’t try to get us drunk, at
least not before we have a chance to get to know you.”
“Don’t worry, I won’t, but you have to try this,” he says. “It’s
one of my favorites.”
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We agree, and the waiter comes over to take our orders. Tyriq
asks for something called Mississippi Moonlight. We glance
over the menu, order seafood, and settle in for a comfortable
conversation.
“Tyriq, when I saw you earlier, I told you I wanted to recruit
a young person for an apprenticeship program I’m starting
in Baltimore. It’s business and communications, and would
probably last for about a year. The stipend is $20,000 and we
pay for housing. In return, you become a public relations trainee.
You would go to the functions, type up press releases for the
television station, and be the contact between newspapers and
other PR flaks. Interested?”
“Very much so, sounds exciting. It’s just the kind of thing I
was talking about in my little speech at the conference today.”
“It was a great speech,” I break in. “But I have to ask you, if
you don’t mind, just how old are you? I mean, you’re just getting
out of college, but you seem to have an old soul. You can’t be
any older than twenty-seven.”
Tyriq looks at me with a grin warm enough to melt ice cubes.
“I’m not older than twenty-seven.” There is a pregnant pause.
Tyriq sits back in the overstuffed chair, looks up at the full moon,
and then looks me dead in my face. “I’m twenty-three years old.
I’ll be twenty-four next Tuesday.”
I look at Bonnie with my mouth hanging open. “Oh my God,
you’re just a baby!”
Tyriq looks at me; his brow twists in subdued anger. “Ms.
Younger, I’ll thank you very much not to refer to me as a baby
or a child. If I say so myself, and I do say so, I’ve done very
well to take care of myself during these past ten years or so,
much better than many adults I’ve seen. I don’t think in any
way, shape, or form that anyone can or will take from me what
I’ve accomplished during that time. I won’t allow my age to be a
barrier to what I plan to do with the rest of my life. I hope that I
have made myself clear about how I feel about that.”
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I’m embarrassed. He may be twenty-three, but it’s more than
obvious to me, there’s a whole lot more going on here than his
years suggest.
“I didn’t mean to insult or offend you. It’s just that...well,
y’know, I don’t come in contact with many young men straight
out of college that present as well as you do. I am just shocked
that you aren’t older.”
“Hey, look, that’s okay. I shouldn’t have let my anger flare
like that. There have been too many obstacles once people learn
my age. It’s been difficult for me to get around them on more
than a few occasions. I don’t like having to prove myself after
my age is known. I don’t lie about it, but I try to avoid telling it
if I can.”
The waiter comes over with our drinks. I am glad. This
conversation is starting to go downhill, so the interruption is
welcomed. The drinks are in tall glasses, and the liquor has a
silvery glittering quality, almost like snow in the little souvenir
shaker snow globes you buy at roadside tourist shops. Tyriq’s
mood brightens as soon as the waiter sets them down.
“Here they are! Mississippi Moonlight! Drink them slowly.
They pack a punch, I hope you like them.”
Bonnie sucks on her straw first and stretches her eyelids wideopen. “Oooohh, this is wonderful, absolutely wonderful, but
what are these little silvery things floating around in the glass?
I’ve never seen anything like this before. They melt as soon as
they get into your mouth.”
“Actually they are confection designs. You know, the kind
you see in the grocery store. They go on cakes for decorations,
but the way the liquor is mixed, they don’t melt right away. For
some strange reason, they float around instead of sinking to the
bottom. Isn’t it great?”
“Yes, it is,” I say. “It looks like a cloudy martini.”
“You better be careful, it’s almost as strong,” he says.
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“I’m not worried about that, I can handle my liquor. It’s Bonnie
that you have to worry about. When we first came to town, we
went out with a friend, and Bonnie got totally zooted!”
“Denise! I can’t believe you called me out like that,” Bonnie
says with feigned anger.
“Zooted? That’s a word I haven’t heard in years. Y’know,
my mother used to use that term...,” his voice trails off. Tyriq
turns his head to the side and looks out over the people walking
around the square below. Bonnie and I look at each other but
don’t say anything. Tyriq looks up at the naked space just above
the middle of the table. “Well...uh, Bonnie...I hope you didn’t
have too much of a hangover from that night.” The quiet at the
table is getting uncomfortable.
Bonnie’s eyes slide from me to Tyriq. “No, not too much of
hangover, but I made the promise we all do—never, never, will
I do that again!”
We all laugh out loud at that one. That’s when the waiter
comes with our food.

•

By the time we are halfway through dinner, I am feeling
pretty good. I’m not sure if it’s the company, the spicy food,
or my second Mississippi Moonlight. We talk about Bonnie’s
program a lot, what Tyriq wants to do with his life, and such.
Bonnie’s sharp tongue loses its edge. I don’t have to worry too
much about being hit from behind by any surprise comments.
The longer I talk to Tyriq, the more I like him. I don’t want the
evening to end. That’s when I get the first hint that it might—and
sooner than I think. Bonnie’s eyelids begin to get heavy; I think
she ate too much.
“Girl, I think the food and this liquor is starting to get to me,
I can barely keep my eyes open. I think it’s time for me to head
in.”
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My heart takes a quick dip.
Damn! I’m not ready to go, and I hope my eyes told Bonnie
as much.
“Denise, I think I have all I need from Mr. Tyriq right now.
I’m going to slide out and catch a cab back to the hotel, if you
don’t mind.”
Tyriq looks at Bonnie and starts to get up. “Bonnie, let me
walk out with you and hail the cab for you. You look a little
tired.”
“Wow, a gentleman! I didn’t think they made those anymore,”
she cackles. “No, no, I’m good. It’s just that the drink and the
heat here are making me sweat a little, but I’ll be okay.”
“Are you sure?” Tyriq asks, still standing.
“Oh yeah, really. I’m sure the maître d’ can hail a cab for
me. Denise, I’ll see you tomorrow, girl.” Bonnie steps over to
me, gives me a quick sisterly hug, and slips through the balcony
doors.
Tyriq sits down again to finish his dinner. I begin feasting my
eyes on him. I can feel it again, that feeling...like a man. Despite
the warmth of the breeze, I can feel my nipples knocking on the
doors of my dress. They keep knocking until they look like crab
eyes underneath the sinfully thin material.
Tyriq’s lips shine as they wrap around a thick shrimp, slippery
with butter. The muscles in his jaws work the shrimp slowly. I
can imagine him rolling his tongue over the seasoning, tasting
the spices, feeling the texture of the meat, and wishing it were
me. I can also feel the texture of my dress stroking the sides of
my thighs and the occasional catching of my pubic hairs in the
clinging fabric.
You need a good waxing, or at least you need to shave.
The more I watch him eat, the more slippery the space between
my thighs becomes. I shift my legs once and shift again, trying to
calm the wonderfully uncomfortable feeling dancing around my
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hips. A full fifteen seconds passes before I realize Tyriq stopped
eating and is looking at me. My head is swimming, and it isn’t
just the alcohol.
“Denise, is something wrong?”
“No, no, not at all. I was thinking about something and kind
of got caught up.”
“What were you thinking?”
“It was...very personal. I don’t think I should ask you about
anything like this.”
Tyriq drops his head, clears his throat, and looks down at
what was left of his food. “Y’know, if there is anything about
me you want to know, I’ll tell you. I’m really interested in the
apprenticeship. I’d appreciate anything you can do to help me
get it.”
“Well, that’s not exactly what I was thinking, Tyriq. Bonnie
and I don’t work together. We just met each other here in New
Orleans. We’ve been kinda hanging out, but I don’t have anything
to do with the program she’s trying to run. I am curious about a
few things. Why you are the way you are, who you are, where
you come from, that kind of thing.”
Tyriq smiles, but doesn’t look at me directly. “Those are
personal things, aren’t they?” He asks quietly.
“I’m sorry if I’m prying—”
“No-no-no, it’s just kind of surprising that’s all. Okay, so
where do I begin?”
“Well, why don’t you begin at the beginning? That’s always
a good place to start,” I say.
Tyriq’s face grows dark, and he looks out over the balcony
rail at the statue of Andrew Jackson on a horse. The silence is
long and loud. I can hear the gentle laughter of people walking
around the park and a blues band faintly playing, somewhere in
the French Quarter. A minute passes. He is still quiet.
“Tyriq, maybe we should change the subject. I didn’t mean to
pry into your—”
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“I’m an orphan, you might say. I run my own life and I run it
pretty much alone.”
I try not to act surprised. Fortunately, he is still turned away
from me when he says it.
“My mother is in a mental hospital. She had a nervous
breakdown when I was ten years old. She doesn’t know who I
am now. I used to go to see her, but there’s not much use now. I
haven’t seen her in two years. The last time I went I tried to talk
to her, but all she could say was, ‘Melvin, where’s the money?’ so
I stopped going. Maybe I’ll go back to see her again sometime,
I don’t know.”
My shoulders drop, and I slump a little in the chair trying to
soak up what he is saying. There is a lot to absorb. The bad thing
about it is that I know this is only the tip of the iceberg.
Be careful what you wish for, girlie. You may not be ready for
what you get.
“I guess the next question you have is, who is Melvin...
right?”
I offer what I thought is a comforting nod and a shrug of my
shoulders. “Well, it had crossed my mind, but I thought I would
just let you tell me what you wanted to tell me.”
“Melvin was my father . . .”
“Was your father?”
“Yes, he’s dead, killed by the Mini-Mob. That’s what they
call themselves here in New Orleans, or at least they used to.
They were small-time gangsters during the ‘70s, but they were
still pretty dangerous guys. You wouldn’t want to mess around
with them. My father did and lost. He used to run numbers for
a Creole man who ran the Mini-Mob named David Ribaud.
Daddy was good at the job and made a lot money at it, but we
lived in the projects on the east side of New Orleans and never
moved out. Daddy and Ribaud were good friends until he hit
the number for $50,000. Ribaud wanted more than his usual cut
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of the profits, and Daddy said no. He hid the money. When the
Mini-Mob came looking for him, they found him on the front
porch arguing with my mother and another woman about getting
out of the projects and running away to a safer city. We never
got there.
“They shot him so many times. The white concrete steps
looked like they were painted red. Mama sat there holding
and talking to his bloody corpse for almost an hour before the
police came. All she could say was, ‘Melvin, what about the
money? Melvin, what about the money?’ I guess she had her
nervous breakdown right there. I did not cry then, at least I don’t
remember crying. The only time I cry about it is in my sleep.”
My stomach is doing flips like a kid on a trampoline. I look
around the balcony trying to find something, anything to make
me feel a sense of comfort. Tyriq is looking directly at me, seldom
blinking. His eyes are still intense, but there is pain riding on his
lids. It is only then that I realize that my hands reach out to touch
his brow. I stroke as gently as I can, trying to wipe away the
pain. His forehead is warm, no, hot, as if he has a fever. I sit back
in my chair to give him some space.
“Why didn’t they kill you or the other woman there? Who
was she?” I ask.
“I don’t know. I saw them. They saw me, and they had time to
kill us all because the police took their sweet time getting there.
Nobody asked me anything, and the case remains unsolved. I
wouldn’t be surprised if my father’s murder went into the New
Orleans’s Police Department’s circular file.
“As far as the other woman is concerned, I don’t know who
she was. She disappeared, or maybe I should say, faded into the
ghetto shadows. I’ve often wondered who she was and why she
was there.” He looks at me and cocks his head to the side. “You
ask a lot of questions.”
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“Tyriq, if you like, let’s talk about something else. I really
didn’t mean to pour salt into an old wound, I’m sorry, I really
am.”
A small smile grows in the corners of his mouth. “Okay, so
what will we talk about, you, maybe? Maybe we chat about how
long you intended to hold my face before you decide you really
want to kiss me.”
My heartbeat quickens, sails, I swoon, and my mind dips and
dives.
Dang, Denise, that was a quick shift! Weren’t ready for that,
were you? Oh hell, when was the last time you were kissed?
REALLY kissed? If you want it, now is the time to get it started!
I part my lips and draw Tyriq’s milk chocolate face to mine.
His tongue dances across my lips, tasting me through the small
opening I make with my mouth. My head is spinning, and I don’t
care. Our tongues play with each other; his hands reach my ears
and gently strum at my earlobes. I can smell him, sandalwood
filling my nostrils like a cocaine high, and I’m immediately
addicted, wanting another fix. Tyriq brushes my lips with his
spicy lips and then pulls away. He has my lipstick on his lips
and around his mouth. I laugh because he almost looks like a
clown. I’m still swooning, and in the middle of it, I feel a twinge
of guilt hit me.
Is this wrong? Are you Eve taking a bite out of the forbidden
fruit? You shouldn’t be doing this, but damn! That was good.
“Tyriq, that was truly wonderful, but I think we better stop.
As a matter of fact, I think it would be best if I go back to the
hotel.”
Tyriq squints at me and then raises an eyebrow. “Denise, I
hope I haven’t offended you. I’m sorry if I did. Can I at least
drive you instead of having you take a cab? It would make me
feel better knowing you got back safely.”
This man is too nice, a gentleman to the last.
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God, I feel so hot inside—if only he were older, not so soon
out of college, and not so damn nice. Men aren’t supposed to be
so nice. They are supposed to be royal pains in the ass, thorns in
the side, ball and chains, pointless penises without a considerate
thought in their heads.
God, help you! You need time to think.
“Thank you, Tyriq, for being so kind, yes...I’ll take that
ride.”
He drops four twenty-dollar bills on the table, takes me by
the hand, and we walk out of the restaurant. His touch is soft and
strong. Damn, I already have that horny man feeling again.

Fourteen
I

have a real nice buzz by the time we get to his old Mercedes.
Tyriq turns on the cassette deck and pulls out the parking
space. The car turns into a time machine as Harold Melvin and
the Blue Notes sing You Know How to Make Me Feel So Good. I
was in high school when that song was sending sexy, forbidden
suggestions over the radio. I loved it then, and the memories flood
my mind of sitting on the sofa in my parents’ old house hugging
a pillow and wishing it was a chocolate Prince Charming.
The space between my thighs begins to simmer and burn.
The alcoholic buzz is powerful, and my body continues to stir.
The hotel is less than five blocks away, but the ride seems to
take forever through the hot, steamy French Quarter. One block
away, we stop at a streetlight to let people cross.
Tyriq’s car needs a tune-up. The idle of the Benz is heavy. I
can feel it through the seat. It ripples and vibrates through me. I
press my lips together and clench my teeth.
Stop it!
I can feel “honey” running out of me.
Stop it!
I am getting really wet, and the vibration feels wonderful.
Stop it!
88
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Tyriq’s scent fills the car, dark and sweet. He is everywhere.
God, help you!
I close my eyes and try to tell my mind to run away. As soon
as I do, my head begins to spin, so I open my eyes again, and my
vision doubles.
You need, you want, got to have, horny, damn! Stop it. STOP
IT!
He parks the car just a few steps from the front of the hotel. I rub
my eyes, and my vision clears, but my head is still swimming.
“Here we are, Denise. I’ll come around and help you out.”
I keep quiet as I watch him get out of the car. There is no way
I can step out of the car without him noticing the dark spot on
my dress. If he sees it, he doesn’t mention it. We walk through
the double doors and through the lobby.
“Would you mind terribly walking me to my room?” I ask.
“I wouldn’t have it any other way. I just want to make sure
you get in safely, and then I’ll be on my way. I’m sure you have
a lot of things to do tomorrow.”
“Thank you, I appreciate it, Tyriq.”
The elevator opens. We step in, and it carries us silently to
my floor. The quiet between us seems loud enough to wake the
dead.
We walk down the hallway to my suite. I pull out my key at
the door but can’t find the lock.
Tyriq takes the key from my hand and opens the door.
“Denise, I want to thank you for a very, very nice time. Please
thank Bonnie for inviting me. I’m sure I’ll be talking to her again
before she leaves. I’ll talk to you soon too. Good night.”
I look at him, through him, and sigh. “Tyriq, come in for a
moment. I’ve had a bit much to drink, and although you were
able to drive me safely back, I don’t think it’ll be safe for you
to drive all the way to the Garden District until you are at least
partially sober.”
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He squints at me out of the corner of his eye but doesn’t move.
I step through the threshold of the door.
“C’mon, I won’t bite you. Just for a little while . . .”
Until you’re satisfied.
“Until your head is clear, okay?”
He nods his head at me gently and steps in. He picks the
overstuffed antique chair in the corner of the suite and sits down
heavily. I need to wash the heat and humidity of the French
Quarter from my face, so I step into the bathroom. Before I close
the door, I look back into the room at Tyriq sitting in the corner.
He’s so beautiful. I can see his shirt dotted with perspiration and
clinging to his ample chest.
All of a sudden, I just don’t care anymore. It’s been a while,
too long a while. I’m going to take him. It’s just been...I need
this for me. Tyriq is going to be mine, even if just for tonight.

